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Hash Horn Bloo / Blank Social Sec Diesel

Run 2018 Rooted @ City Beach
Preamble:
Once upon a time in Noddy Land inhabited by the rich and infamous Rooted. Bully Hash had a run
attended by a few hardy members. The Hare advised that we would be on chalk and there was a hill
and a drink stop.

The Run:
The pack decamped in a southerly direction along smoo boulevard only to find a definite lack of
smoo. We had a few false trails and checks before crossing Challenger Parade and up Oceanic
Drive and into the inner sanctum of City Beach. It was at this point we found the hill and Bloo
commented at a check that surely Rooted would not takes up any higher and so checked out the
lower ground and Orig the higher ground. As it turned out the cunning Orig was on the money and
found trail. We followed trail and came across Rooted’s new mansion where there was a variety of
cold ales awaiting those that had decided not to short cut back to the bucket. Thirsts suitable
quenched we head back down to home via the long route.

The Rundown:
Bloo was suitably impressed with the effort, praised the hare’s setting ability and scored the run a
7.0
Blank liked the new area (even though we have been to this location previously) and awarded an
8.5
Orig decided he liked the maid at the drink stop and gave the run a 9.5
The GM weighed up the scores and decided to stick to the middle ground and settled on a score of
8.5

Prick Of The Week
The VM first admonished Bloo for abandoning the trail after the drink stop leaving Blank to find his
own way back to the bucket. The next target was Rooted for advising the location of the run was in
City Beach, when in fact it was at Floreat Beach. Those that new the area pointed out that Floreat
Beach is in fact located in the suburb of City Beach. Not to be deterred by facts, Blank awarded the
phalanx to Rooted.

Charges
Orig – Diesel Not following his instructions as to the location of the car park. The RA questioned Orig
as to who was driving and who was navigating. The charge was reversed because of poor navigation
on the part of Orig. DD - Orig
RA – Blank Total disrespect for Hash property. Blank had the dummy hanging from the horns of his
VM helmet . Passed DD – Blank
Alias on Orig Poor navigation skills in that Alias was nearly run over. The RA decided that it was not
poor navigation skills, but poor driving skills leading to the near miss. DD – Diesel

General business:
Diesel reminded everyone about Lunch on Friday (17 November) at Viet Ho Restaurant, 349
William Street, Northbridge. It is BYO and attendees will need to provide their own.
Next week’s run will be on Tuesday 21st November 7.00pm start. This is the Harriett’s Salvos
Charity Run at Tomato Lake, Orong Road, Belmont. Cost is $10 for the run and dinner. The trailer
will be at the run and drinks will be at the normal cost.

Visitors:
Nil

Returnees:
Nil

Celebrities:
Nil

Raffle:
Winner this week’s winners were Bloo, Alias, Pyro & Diesel

Song:
Rooted lead us of in a fine rendition of the club song.

Hareline:
Please take the trouble to read the Hareline and take note of your allocated date. Don’t leave it
until the 11th hour to let us know that you can’t honour the commitment. If you can’t set your run
you need to arrange a swap and then advise the Onsec of the change. A notation on your Home
Calendar guards against double booking. Advise the Onsec at least 4 weeks before your run date
if you can’t honour the commitment.

Run No
Date
2109
Tuesday, 21NOV17
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
2115
2116
2117
2118

Hare
Harriettes

27 NOV17
Blank
04DEC017
Fitzall
11 DEC17
Orig
18DEC17
Bloo
Wednesday, 27DEC17 Kings Park
Tuesday, 2 January 2018
08JAN18
15JAN18
Perth HHH
22 JAN18

Dishonour Roll
Shit Award: N/A
POW: Rooted
Glasses: Wooolies
Dummy: Blank

Location
Tomato Lake Reserve, Oats St, Kewdale
7.00pm start. $10 for Run and Mash
Hillarys Park, Lymburner Dve, Hillarys
18 St. Clair Circle, Edgewater
TBA - Joint West Coast
Perth CBD Pub Run
TBC

40th Anniversary Run - TBA
2500th Run, Olympic Kingsway Sports Club ,
Madeley

Lifers: Doglover, Fitzall, Orrible, Diesel,
Elvis, Orig, Bloo, Boydwonder

Coming Events:
Christmas Pub Run: Monday 18th December. CBD. Bloo has volunteered to set
Perth HHH 2500th Run: Monday 22nd January 2018, Olympic Kingsway Sports Club, Madeley

On on
Tampax

